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Khomeini attacks
Iranian leaders

Reconciliation with U.S. ruled out
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) Iran's revolutionary leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini yesterday ruled out reconciliation
with Washington and said any
Iranian officials who seek to
improve relations are "Satanoriented."
"I never expected such things
from these people," Khomeini,
86, said in a speech at his residence in north Tehran. His remarks were broadcast by
Tehran radio and monitored in
Nicosia.
"This is a time when they
should be screaming at America. (But) they are shouting at
themselves," Khomeini said in
his first public comment on contacts between Washington and
Tehran.
He also urged unity within
Iran's revolutionary leadership,
in which Western observers recently have reported deep divisions.
Without mentioning names,
Khomeini criticized Iranian
leaders who publicly have demonstrated flexibility toward the

United States in recent weeks.
President Reagan disclosed last
week that the United States had
secret diplomatic contacts with
Iran over the past 18 months and
delivered small amounts of defensive weapons in a bid to improve relations.
SEVERAL IRANIAN leaders have spoken of possible reconciliation with the United
States, but they have stipulated
that Washington first must meet
certain conditions, such as releasing weapons bought by the
Shah's government out never
delivered. The Shah was ousted
during the 1979 revolution.
Khomeini, who has the final
say in Iran's affairs, responded,
"what has come upon you?
Where are you going?1'
The radio said he was referring to an unidentified group of
lawmakers who submitted a letter to Iran's parliament, the
Majlis. The broadcast did not
disclose the letter's contents,
but it apparently urged some
sort of dialogue between Washington and Tehran.

Weathering the Storm
Yesterday's mixture of cold rain and snow forced students
braving the elements to pull out their umbrellas to protect
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themselves from the wetness. These three students were in
perfect step as they made their way past the Union yesterday
afternoon.

Low enrollment hurts groups House passes rail funding
Editor's note: This is the final
segment in a series about the
challenges facing members of
traditionally black fraternities
and sororities.
by MlzeJl Stewart HI
assistant managing editor

Lack of housing and disagreement with Greek Life policies notwithstanding, the most
difficult obstacle facing the survival of black greeks is the low
number of members.
With just 52 students currently
active in the seven black fraternities and sororities, membership has declined along with
the total enrollment of black
undergraduate students.
However, members of black
fraternities and sororities say

' Black Greeks: the
^struggle continues
the uniqueness of their groups
will ensure their success now
and in the years to come.
"It's a true brotherhood," said
Richard Moore, senior management information systems major and president of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity.
'"That brotherhood . . .andthe
support network that comes
from it is what will help the
fraternity endure - it's common
throughout the black greek system,' he said.
According to the Office of Minority Affairs, the number of
black undergraduate students
currently enrolled at the Univer-

sity stands at 466, which is a
drop of approximately 32 percent over the last five years.
Mario Van Zandt, director of
minority student activities and
adviser to the Black Greek
Council, outlined the current
situation.
"AS FAR as the fraternities
are concerned, out of a total of
466 black students, there are
approximately 180 males," be
said. "Fifty of these males are
involved with athletics, and that
leaves us with 120. Sixty of these
students do not have the required grade point average to be
D See Black Greeks, page 3.

Celeste expected to sign bill for high-speed train
COLUMBUS (AP) - A Housepassed $2 billion financing plan
for a high-speed rail system
across Ohio continued its fast
track roll yesterday, winning
Senate backing 23-8.
It now goes to Gov. Richard
Celeste for his expected signature.
Sponsored by Sen. Ross Boggs
Jr., D-Andover, the bill won
House approval 70-2S on
Wednesday and was recommended by the Senate Finance
Committee after a single hearingyesterday.
The measure authorizes the
Ohio High Speed Rail Authority,
headed tw Boggs' brother, Sen.
Robert Boggs, D-Jefferson, to
borrow $2 oillion through the
sale of tax-exempt bonds, and

invest the money in government
securities.
Since the securities would
earn a higher interest rate than
the interest paid on the bonds,
the transaction would generate
more than $100 million over four
years to pay for studies and
design of a high-speed passenger network running from
Cleveland through Columbus to
Cincinnati.
About $30 million in additional
interest earnings would go to
bond attorneys and investment
firms which put together the
sale.
IF THE authority wants to
proceed with construction, it
must come back to the General

Assembly in 1990 for a separate
vote on authorization.
Use of the financing method
was made possible by a special
provision in the new federal tax
code.
Sen. Boggs rejected opponents' claims that the procedure
violated the Ohio Constitution
and said the credit rating of the
state would not be at risk.
"No security is required and
no security of the state of Ohio is
desired to back up these bonds,"
he said. "There is simply no
constitutional basis on which to
oppose (the bill)."
Sen. Ben Gaeth, R-Defiance,
criticized the federal provision.
"I'm grossly concerned that our
federal government would allow
such a deal," he said.

Instructor's music to air on WGTE-FM Students to try
other cultures
by Patrick Murphy
reporter

Carl Holmberg
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Carl Holmberg's interest in music had only just begun when he
was given an opportunity to attend a performance by the Cleveland
Orchestra.
"I started to really take interest when I happened to be invited to a
performance by the Cleveland Orchestra," Holmburg said. "There
was a piano concerto preformed by Rudolf Serkin and I was seated
three rows back. I was so impressed with his performance that I
knew that I wanted to be able to do that some day."
It happened that his eighth grade music teacher asked if anyone
would Die to take piano lessons and he jumped at the opportunity, he
said.
That opportunity has blossomed into a chance for public recognition for the music that he has composed.
Holmberg is presenting a premiere of some of bis own composed
music during a radio show this evening at 7.
"Those who listen will hear a lot of different types of music and an
on-going interview between Don Wilson and myself," he said. The
radio show is being aired on WGTE-FM 91,1 and may be picked up
by other public radio stations. The show is being hosted by Wilson.
The music Holmberg will be presenting isn't classical and isn't
jazz, he said.
"I do not think that the music that I write can be put into one set
category, but if I had to give it a name, I would have to call it the
Windham Hill label sound," Holmberg said. "It is a mix of impressionist elements and n^ptrnaiinn It is music you can study by and
just enjoy."
Originally from Bedford, Ohio, Holmberg is currently in his fifth
vear as an Instructor here at the University.
He holds a bachelor's degree in arts and appreciation of music
from Heidelberg College, a master's degree in art from the University of Chicago, and a Ph.D. from Ohio University.
Holmberg, an alumnus of Delta Tau Delta fraternity, teaches
public speech and organizational communication while also giving
T-aduate seminars and advising student groups.
He has been composing music from the beginning of his lessons in
theT eighth grade and said that music has a purpose.
'Most pieces that are written can be played by someone who has
played the piano for four to five years and I believe that this is good.
I like the idea of being able to pUy the music that you hear," he said.

by Greg Connel
staff reporter

Students who pass by the
Amani Room are accustomed
to the aroma of hamburgers
and hot dogs coming from the
restaurant in the basement of
the Commons.
But tomorrow night, those
scents will be mixed with
many unusual ones coming
from foods from throughout
the world, which will be made
there as a part of the International Festival.
The event, which begins at
6 pan., is sponsored by the
World Student Association,
Graduate Student Senate, Undergraduate Student Government, and several foreign
language clubs, including the
Japanese, Spanish, Italian,
and Russian clubs.
Arasu Mariappan, senior
management information
systems major from Malaysia and president of the World
Student Association, said the
festival will begin with a food
fair that will feature food
from 13 countries.
"We will have traditional
foods such as Malaysian
chicken curry, Indian gagar
haloa (a cookie-like dessert),
and American-style hamburgers," he said.

Display booths at the festival will feature antiques, souvenirs, books, traditional
costumes and modern fashions from countries all over
the world. Members of the
WSA will perform songs and
dances from 11 nations, including Japan. Singapore,
Italy and the Philippines, he
said.
Yew-Gan, junior production operations management
major from Singapore, will
be singing both Chinese and
American songs with a group
of his countrymen.
"We will be performing
contemporary Chinese rocksoul songs in Chinese, and the
old American song, 'All I
Have to Do is Dream,' by the
Everly Brothers, in English,"
he said.
Yew-Gan said he thinks
people who do not understand
the language will still enjoy
the Chinese songs.
"From the song itself they
can feel the meaning, even
without understanding the
words," he said.
Admission to the festival is
free, but donations will be
accepted for the Save the
Children Fund, a U.S.-based
charity which sends food,
clothing and educational
materials to needy children In
developing countries.

Editorial
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Abusing the bench
during his last days
Outgoing Ohio Supreme Court Chief Justice
Frank D. Celebrezze is overstepping his
bounds.
Granted, as chief justice he has the right to set
the agenda on the cases the Supreme Court will
hear. But adding 30 cases to the 54 the court already
has to hear in the next 42 days, including weekends
and holidays, is asking a lot of the other justices,
especially in a "lame-duck" session of the court.
The workload Celebrezze is mandating is putting
extreme pressure on the court to contemplate an
overabundance of cases. Quantity has become
more important than quality to Celebrezze.
However, Celebrezze is not just adding 30 more
cases; some of those cases are politically charged.
Some of the cases involve workers' compensation, sovereign immunity and union rights. These
are most of the issues on which Celebrezze's reelection campaign was based.
Several of the cases involve organizations which
contributed heavily to Celebrezze's campaign.
The controversy shrouding Celebrezze s reign as
chief justice has been his willingness to accept
contributions from organizations which have cases
pending. It has also Been argued that this is the
reason Ohio voters didn't re-elect him. It appears
by his recent actions that the voters were correct in
not re-electing him.
Instead of trying to push the additional 30 cases
through, Celebrezze should have left the agenda in
place. He lost his re-election bid, and now he's
attempting to hear as many cases with political
overtones as possible.
Celebrezze said the reason he added the cases is
to motivate the justices to work for their pay. He
said, "The people of Ohio are paying these guys to
work, not take three-month vacations."
Maybe it's time for Celebrezze to take a vacation.
All he's doing is making a mockery of the Ohio
Supreme Court.

A page from the notebook
tifc <?/• J^
by Craig Hergert
"The Hergert Notebooks" is
actually a misnomer. Hergert
jots down his thoughts not m a
notebook, which would make too
much sense, but on whatever
scraps of paper he happens to
find scattered about him. For
whatever reason, there is
usually a plentiful supply, particularly after he hands a manuscript to an editor.
The following observations
were found on his night stand
(never mind by whom!), which,
since it is missing a leg, does not
stand all that well and would be
better referred to as a night
wobble.
It is known that many more
jottings are available, should
the reading public be interested.
These additional musings, however, are heaped on Hergert"s
office desk and cannot be collected until the University establishes an archaeology
department.
For the reader's convenience,
the notes have been grouped into
categories. The headings were
added by The -News staff and
were not suggested by Hergert,
who is allergic to organization.

which one.
What is my position on student/teacher affairs? Horizontal, I think.
If every student at Bowling
Green were placed end to end, it
would be Saturday night In front
of Uptown.
On Politics
Was Thoreau right when he
said, "That government is best
which governs not at all?" And
can I take seriously anything
said by a man who wore birchbark hats?
Just what is the electoral college? And what's the tuition?
Actual Things Actual People
Have Said to Me:
"I need your help In deciding
what I'm going to take next
semester. Should I take an assertiveness class?"
Personal Problems
Will my sister ever speak to
me again? Well, how was I to
know that was her only life-support system? I only borrowed It
tor an hour. Show-and-Tell is

important to me!
How can I break it to Dad that
111 never follow in his footsteps? I mean, the man has only
one foot. What am I supposed to
do? Hop?

. ..I think precision is called for
this time, with a minimum of
reflection on leafy-green vegetables and the socialapplicatjons
of string cheese.

Future Writing Projects
A pilot for an existential situation comedy to be called "Bleak
Like Me." The humor springs
from the main character s conviction that life is without purpose. Everything depends on
getting Dom DeLuise for the
lead role. Production note:
What's the possibility of using a
moan track?

Miscellaneous Queries of Import
Is it true the University is
replacing the wind chimes with
a statue of Michael S. Taitel and
a plaque stating, "Vandalism
Mandatory?"
Has anyone ever timed the
commercial breaks during "The
Love Connection" to see if
Chuck Woolery's "two minutes
and two seconds" is legitimate?

A biography of Nancy Sinatra
entitled "Something Stupid."
With any luck, I can get her full
cooperation on this project.
A rock opera based on the life
of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg.
Hmmm. Would Sonny and Cher
reunite for this one? If so, I can
use my show-stopping final
number-"I've Got 50,000
Watts, Babe."
A grocery list for this weekend

On Love
If love is blind, what is affection? Near-sighted? Myopic?
I'm not currently in love, but
this may not be bad since love
hurts. Then again, so do henv
morhoids. Maybe I can swing a
trade.
Hergert. a teaching fellow in
the English department from
Slayton, Minn., is a columnist
for The News.

HULk

On Academe
Why am I still in school? Because the unezamined life is not
worth living. Socrates said that.
Or Oprah Winfrey. I forget

Untie yellow ribbons
Combatting terrorism begins at home
by Mike Royko
There are some neighborhoods in Chicago that are so
vicious and dangerous, even
criminals are afraid to walk the
streets.
Sensible people stay away.
Those who must live in these
neighborhoods learn to look over
their shoulders, run fast and
keep their doors double-locked.
But let's say that I decide to
wander these streets late at
night - maybe to soak up atmosphere for a column or a book.
And let's say that while I'm
strolling, some profit-motivated
lads spot me and decide to divest
me of my wallet, watch and
ring.
Let's say that for the sport of
it, they give me a few whacks on
the head
Later, as I'm being patched up
in an emergency room, the cops
and curious newsmen ask why I
was in that scary neighborhood
at night.
When I give my reason, they'd
surely say: "You've got to be off
your rocker."
And if I were honest, I'd have
to agree.
I doubt if I'd get the slightest
flicker of sympathy from anyone in Chicago. Nor would I
deserve any.
It isn't as if I'm a cop, a
fireman, a postman or a meter
reader - people who have to go
to such neighborhoods as part of
their jobs. Or someone who is
forced by social and economic
conditions to live there.
I have a choice. And the sensi-

ble choice would be to stay away
and find something else to write
about.
So I wouldn't expect society to
wring its hands and say: "Poor
man, something must be done to
protect people like him."
I'd expect most people to say:
"Next time, don't be stupid."
What I'm working up to is
what I call America's Yellow
Ribbon Syndrome - our tendency to raise the freeing of
hostages to a national priority.
From the White House down to
the corner saloon, we seldom
hear anyone ask an obvious
Suestion: "Hey, what were
lose hostages doing in Lebanon
in the first place?"
We don't hear it because it
comes off as kind of callous.
But now that the emotional
need to release hostages has led
the President of the United
States to pay a ransom to Iran,
the question should be asked.
One of the few who has asked
it and provided an answer is
Mark Heller, a visiting professor of government at Cornell
University.
In an essay in The New York
Times, Heller points out that
those who have been taken as
hostages in Lebanon didn't have
to be in Lebanon. They were
there because of career oportunities or a personal or religious
sense of moral duty.
But it was their choice. They
knew the dangers; they knew
they were potential hostages.
But they went and stayed anyway.
As a result, Heller says, this
country is now sacrificing its
national interests for a few indi-
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viduals.
Heller's solution is for this
country to stop assuming responsibility for private citizens
who choose to expose themselves to this danger.
It might sound! cold-hearted,
but it's as sensible a proposal as
I've heard.
The warning should be: You
want to go to Lebanon for a job
or to save souls? OK, but if
you're snatched, don't expect us
to do anything about it. You
know the risk, and you're on our
own.
The alternative is an endless
cycle: the terrorists kidnap, we
pay, they release, they kidnap
again, we pay, they release ...
etc., etc.
The message to both the potential victim and the terrorists
should be: Sorry, but it's a private matter between you and
them: the U.S. government is
out of it
If the terrorists knew they
couldn't activate the Yellow
Ribbon Syndrome and shake us
down, they might not bother
taking hostages. If Americans
who choose to be in Lebanon or
other hostage-happy countries
knew they were assuming all
risk, they might find another
place to work.
While I respect the missionary
xeal of clergymen, the world is a
big place with millions of souls
that need tending. I'm sure they
can find a few outside of Lebanon.
If an American hospital or
university administrator or a
tournalist prefers working and
iving in Lebanon, that's his
choice. But I'm sure there are
jobs elsewhere.
Here in the United States,
many people have no choice but
to live in dangerous surroundings. An old person on a thin
budget might prefer living in a
quiet suburb, but he must settle
for a tenement instead. Honest
people dodge bullets and run for
their lives in stairwells of public
housing projects. They have nowhere else to live.
And when they're hurt or
killed, it's three paragraphs in
the papers and 10 seconds on the
evening news. We shrug and say
that's fife in the big, bad city.
But when a clergyman or professional educator chooses to
travel several thousand miles to
stick his head into the lion's
mouth, the White House goes
into the ransom business.
So maybe it's time to put the
yellow ribbons away.
Or to wave them for the little
old lady who Just got mugged in
her own kitchen.
Royko la a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

Judge us by our times
by Mark Sivy
Last week, the fall issue of
Miscellany magazine made its
appearance on this campus.
Among the many good articles, I
was particularly drawn to Cathy
Pratt's "Where did all the Rabble-Rousers Go?" With so much
talk about student apathy this
semester, Pratt's article offers
me a chance to make some
thoughtful comments.
I enjoyed the article, but I feel
compelled to defend my generation against what I perceive as a
grievous error. This results
from the transition which occurs
early in the article when references to "today's students" became "you students" and her
generation become personalized
as "we." Why is this important?
It sets up a basis for comparison where "we did this and we
did that" are contrasted with
"you aren't doing this and you
aren't doing that." My concern
is that I was not aware that
anyone has established the '60s
generation of students as the
standard by which pre- or post'60s students are judged. Yet,
that is what seems to have occurred.
We of the '80s seem to be
apathetic. We do not seem to
care about Central America. We
do not seem to care about human rights in South Africa. We
do seem to value the almighty
dollar. Our movies, TV shows
and music reflect an acceptance
of mediocrity in the name of
perfection.
These are all values with
which Pratt describes my generation, but the tone of the article
does not imply mere description. My generation is being
judged and, in the process, is

found guilty of not meeting the
'60s standard.
Near the end of the article.
Pratt describes what became of
her generation. They brought
"the memory of a passion for
caring, the indelible imprint of
activist involvement, the experience of turning our backs - even
briefly-on the prefabricated
expectations of the generation
that preceded us."
Isn't my generation doing the
same thing? Aren't we turning
our backs on your expectations?
I would argue that we have, and
your admonishment of my generation for doing so contradicts
your experience of turning your
backs.
Notice that I have based my
discussion on principles - a step
above the issues mentioned earlier, i.e., human rights in South
Africa and U.S. involvement in
Central America. My reason for
doing so should now be clear.
The separation of principles and
issues allows me to judge the
issues on their own merit, without the cloud of the '60s hanging
overhead. As it is with the issues, so it is with the '80s generation.
I can describe my generation
without using the criteria established by the '60s generation. In
effect, I am saying that judging
the '80s generation's reaction to
'80s issues is not possible using
'60s values and reactions.
Now I can ask the most important question. To my fellow
members of the '80s generation,
are the values we exhibit ones
which we truly hold? If so, then
we owe an explanation to the
generations which have preceded us because they do not
understand the basis for our
values.
If we exhibit values which we
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do not hold, if our actions are not
congruent with our thoughts and
feelings, then we owe it to ourselves to realign the two. Either
we start acting like we truly
feel, or we start feeling like we
truly act
Perhaps I am oversimplifying, but I think not. I am asking
that people judge my generation
based on our values, not on
expectations and values of a
past generation. Pratt said of
the '60s, "It was the best of
times, it was the worst of times.
it was a helluva good time
"
The same is true of the'80s; just
use our values.
Sivy is a senior history major
from Louisville, Ohio.

Respond
77ie BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be signed.
Address or OCMB number, and
telephone number, must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700 words
is preferred. University students writing columns must provide class rank, n lor and
hometown.
77ie News reserves L rife * to
reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All
submission are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
TheBGNewi
211 West Hall

by Bertie Breathed
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Soviet teacher visits University
by Greg Connel
staff reporter

The English language is considered the most powerful language in the world of commerce
and trade. As students worldwide are taught English as a
second language, their teachers
try to help them understand not
only the spoken word, but the
culture of English-speaking people as well.
Tatiana Papina. an English
teacher and general-school viceprincipal from Moscow, visited
the University on Tuesday to
observe classes that teach Enrh as a foreign language, and
visit with members of the
Russian Club.
As a member of a teacher
exchange program being conducted by the Soviet Ministry of
Education and the American
Field Service, she has been
working as a Russian teacher at
DeVilbiss High School in Toledo
since she arrived in the United
States on Oct. 8.
Six English teachers from the
Soviet Union are spending a
semester in America to better
learn the language, and to learn

more about the United States.
"We try to teach our students
as much as we can about American culture, and now that I have
been here I can explain things to
them first-hand," Papina said.
She said Soviet children are
taught foreign languages at an
earlier age than American children, andtne focus of the classes
are very different.
"FIRST OF ALL, we start
(teaching) students English in
the fourth grade, or in some
cases as early as second grade,"
Papina said. "Also, American
language courses spend more
time on the theoretical side of
the language."
Papina said her stay in the
United States has allowed her to
gain a better understanding of
both the English language and
American culture.
She will be teaching in Toledo
for three more weeks, and will
then tour the country, stopping
in New York, Philadelphia and
Washington, D.C.
"We (Soviet teachers) already know a lot about the history and culture of the United
States, but from my visit I am
learning more about the everyday lives of Americans."

Jayne Curry, senior RTVF
major and president of Delta
Sigma Tbeta sorority, agreed.
'"The enrollment of black students is going down-and the
farther it goes down, the fewer
members we have, she said.
"It's different from predominantly white sororities because
when they have 30 to 40 girls at
rush we have 10 or 15."

BG News/Dave Klelmeyer

Tatiana Papina
REGISTER FOR YOUR LOFT
FOR SPRING SEMESTER
WHERE:

Greek Clothing & Accessories
Lower Prices than other Greek Stores!
Mention this ad 4 receive 10% off any purchase

WHEN:

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY

THE RUSE
THE RUSE
JAZZ
MICK PAYNE
KENNY REEVES

5-8 daily
Happy Hour*

104'/,
S. Main

$225.00
Landlord pays gas heat,
shared electric

$200 / mo.
Landlord pays gas,
shared electric

Two bdrm. furnished

Two bdrm. unfurnished

$270.00
plus gas & electric

$265.00
plus gas & electric

M Tktoi H */ vsfad BGSU Sudan I.D.
Avdabk • 7:45 looiibc in Kobtcker Lobby.
Subjta la Uda ivnUbibiy. Lin* our per ID.

OPEN 9 a.m.- 5p.m.. M-F

FESTIVAL SERIES
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It's a Holiday Happening
in Bowling Green!

II

Tonight, Tree Lighting Ceremony
6:30 p.m., Wood County Public Library
Saturday, Christmas Parade
9:30 a.m., Downtown B.G.

i
Ii

Shop Bowling Green tor all
Your Christmas Needsl

i
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Special Shopping Hours for the Holidays!
Spontortd by Die Chart* or Commerce and If* Oownroon
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Howard's Club H
preunts

Hollywood
Slim
Friday A Saturday
Nov. 21 8, 22

Student Recreation Center

Housing Openings for Spring Semester
Efficiency

"«i ariVarlirr ui
curaordinan musk."
CLASSIQVE (PARIS)

Friday, Nov. 21 8:00 p.m.
Kobacker Hall. MMAC

Dec. 4. 5. 8, 9. 10. II, 12

352-3836
LOFT CONSTRUCTION

Meadowview Courts
Apartments
Furnished efficiency

"Most black organizations
such as the NAACP and the
Urban League were spun off by
members of black fraternities
and sororities,' he said, "and
I'm sure the University students
that are involved will continue to
demonstrate their dedication,"
he said.

» Il \ t 1

University Union

9a.m. - 6p.m.

i

ENTERTAINMENT BEGINS AT 9 p.m.

Moore agreed the requirements for pledges restrict membership-a problem that
becomes more important, he
said, considering the low number of black students.
"It limits our choices," he
said. "According to the national
office, we can't seek first semester freshmen, and they also need
a minimum GPA. That also limits us."
Presently the fraternity has
nine members. Moore said that
more active recruiting of minority students may improve the
situation.
"That's not a guarantee the
situation will improve, but that
will give us more people to
choose from," be said.
Looking toward the future,
however, VanZandt said the
black greeks can accomplish
their goals to increase membership and improve the level of
communication between themselves and other greek letter
organizations.

Tk bCryS CrHOiRof kftRlEM

FOt INFORMATION OR A MAIL-IN REGISTRATION FORM CALL:

3123 Bancroft

m% Miltons

CURRY SAID prospective
members must also meet a minimum grade point average requirement, and that also
reduces the number of members.
"After the rush meeting,
there's only four or five of that
group eligible to (pledge)," she
said.

3rd Floor. Fort Room

il

Located in Toledo on UT campus

Q Continued from page 1.
considered for membership in
those fraternities with at grade
restriction, and there are already 20 men currently involved.
"That leaves the four black
fraternities with only 40 students
from which to select prospective
members," VanZandt said.
"It's a critical situation ...
and it will only improve when
the level of minority enrollment
at the University improves," he
said.

THE CAMPUS DEPOT

1-536-3008

Black Greeks

No Cover fK

mMMM
BREAK HOURS
November 26, 28, 29 & 30
Center: Noon-9 p.m.
Cooper Pool: Noon-2, 5-8 p.m.
Andrews Pool: 1-8 p.m.
Lift: $3 Anytime
Family: Age 7-17 Noon-9 p.m.

THE GIFT FOR
ALL REASONS
AAA GIFT MEMBERSHIPS

Under 7 1-8 p.m. (Andrew. PoolOnly)

All residents have the privilege of using
The Cherrywood Health Spa located at
9" and High St.

352-1195

214 Napoleon Rd.

* The Student Rec Center will be CLOSED on
Thanksgiving Day (Nov. 27)

,4k

T«

Break passes will be on sale November 24, and are valid
November 26-30.

QUARTER
BACK,
FLEPIE

S10FF

I

ANY SMALL OR
MEOHIM PAN STYLE
OR THIN CRUST PIZZA]
rJ**12f1H«

|

I. I—■■—J

FREE
DELIVERY
352-4600

176
E. W00STER

Valentine's Day, Mother's Day,
Fathers Day, Birthdays,
Anniversaries, Graduation, New
Drivers, Christmas... just because a
AAA gift membership. Is a thoughtful
expression ol concern and caring.
From the security ol Emergency
Road Service to the world-wide
services of the AAA Travel Agency, it
it many gifts in one.. .giving over
and over throughout the year.

$2 OFF
ANY LARGE
PAN STYLE OR
THIN CRUST PIZZA
EsstalSUM

WOOD COUNTY AUTO CLUB
414 E. W00STER
Phone 354-2511

Sports
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Third-ranked icers face Bulldogs Spikers host
Miami tonight
"The play of the Lowden
brothers, offensively, could
be a problem. Them and Rod
Schluter are the ones we have to
key on."
- Jerry York

by Matt Winkeljohn
spoils reporter

It might look like a mismatch.
After all, twenty of Ferris
State's 29 players are freshmen
or sophomores.
Not to mention that Bowling
Green's hockey team enters the
weekend ranked as the nation's
third-best team with a 10-1-1
record, 8-1-1 in the CCHA, while
Ferris State brings a CCHA record of 3-9, 3-10 overall, to the
Ice Arena.
An Ice Arena where BG has
gone 82-15-2 over the last 99
games.
However, it was only the year
before last when the Bulldogs
blew into town and started the
1984-85 season by sweeping BG.
Falcon head coach Jerry York
will not be taking FSU lightly.
"We've looked at the film of
their game with Michigan and
they look better than their record," York said. "They have a
good coach and they do some
different things. With the new
coach, I really don't know what
to do say about them until we
have played them."
While it's true most coaches

will say something similar to,
"They're a good team, we have
to worry about them," even if
that team were 1-800, Ferris
State is indeed a team on the
rise.
The Bulldogs have won two of
their last three games after suffering five one-goal losses already this fall. Although the
play of FSU's special teams was
quite poor in the earliest weeks
of the season, their play has
improved.
Perhaps most significant of
this year's FSU team is the fact
the club has three new coaches
with head coach John Perpich
being the team's third head
coacn in three years. A former
NHL scout. Perpich has been
pleased with his team's play.
"We've made progress. We've

Time is
running
out.

been impressed with our team
because they have continued to
work very hard even with the
new staff," he said. "We're
working on being a conscientious two-way team, a skating
team that creates opportunities."
Creatingmany of the opportunities for FSU will be the Lowden brothers, seniors Peter and
Paul. Peter, a center, has scored
five goals and 10 assists while
Paul, a right wing, has netted
seven goals with nine assists.
Sophomore Gary Sweetnam
will lead the Bulldog defense as
sophomore goalie Mike Raeburn, the league's sixth-rated
stopper, will likely be between
the pipes.
York said the Falcons will
have several primary concerns.
"The play of the Lowden
brothers, offensively, could be a
problem. Them and (sophomore
center) Rod Schluter are the
ones we have to key on," York
said. "Raebura played well
against us last year. Being at

home, we'll be more aggressive
offensively. We will try to put a
lot of shots on goal. And we want
the power-play to improve."
After scoring on their first
power-play last weekend, the
Falcons (and their favorite net)
came up empty on their next 15
tries. BG's power-play unit is
ranked fourth in the CCHA with
a .237 scoring percentage. The
Bulldogs' penalty-killing unit
stands sixth in the league having
killed Just under three of every
four attempts.
The Ferris State power-play,
while improving, is still ranked
seventh in the nine-team CCHA.
Meanwhile, BG's penalty-killing
stands third-best, surrendering
scores 17 percent of the time.
FSU has scored nine shorthanded goals while BG has surrendered seven. The Bulldogs
have allowed six and BG has
scored four.
The play of Bowling Green's
power-play should improve with
the return of left wing Iain Duncan. Duncan has missed the last
six games with a shoulder injury. Despite the injury, and
having missed half BG's games,
Duncan and Don Barber lead the
team in penalties and Duncan is
one of six Falcons with a doublefigure scoring total.
He totaled six goals and six
assists in his first six games.
To be successful this weekend,
D See Hockey, page 5.
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Congratulations

Applications are still available
in 405 Student Services Building
for Peer Facilitator Positions
in "University Success."
Meet new students
Develop interpersonal skills
Gain teaching experience
* Stop by and pick up an application today,
or call 372-2843
Deadline is Dec. 12

to the

19 "PIKE" 86
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by Tom Skemlvitt
assistant sports editor
There has been no sudden
impact when it comes to the
importance of tonight's volleyball match between Bowling Green and Miami.
Ask any Falcon and she will
tell you the 7 p.m. Anderson
Arena match between BG and
the Redskins has been on the
squad's mind long before this
week's preparation for the
Mid-American Conference's
second place team.
"I've been thinking about
this match for about four
years now," senior Lisa Berardinelli half-kiddingly said
of one of her final match
against MU. "I've had a personal vendetta for them (Miami) for a long time."
Berardinelli has good reason for her revenge-laced
words.
BG and MU went to five
games last season in Anderson Arena before the
Redskins finally prevailed 1512 In the deciding game. The
loss sent the Falcons into a
season-long tailspin which
dropped their final mark to
12-14.
Although the Falcons 1988
record of 22-8 overall tells of
marked improvement, this
season's first meeting between BG and MU did little to
support the Falcons current
mark.
The Redskins smoked the
Falcons in three games last

October in Oxford. The general concensus of the brown
and orange was that they
played their worst match of
the season.
"The team's been thinking
about Miami ever since the
loss last month," Berardinelli
said of the 15-4, 15-10, 15-4
shellacking. "We didn't play
well at all against them.
"We know we are a lot
better team than when we lost
to Miami earlier," freshman
Linda Popovich said. "We're
going to play out of our minds
and beat them this time."
A win over the Redskins is
crucial for the Falcons, who
are in a battling with Central
Michigan for a share of the
Mid-American Conference's
third-place slot.
Two wins over the Redskins
and Ball State. Saturday
night's opponent in Anderson
Arena, would give the Falcons a final MAC record of 115. CMU, now 11-4, must travel
to Western Michigan to face
the nationally-ranked Broncos. WMU has won 74 consecutive MAC matches in a row.
"The girls realize that with
two wins they can climb back
into the third place position,"
BG coach Denise Van De
Walle said. "The team is
going to give it everything
they'vi
ey've got. I think it's great
that we're at home for the last
three matches."
Second in importance to a
win against MU is the hope of
O See Volleyball, page 5.

BG HUDIH TOR

FOOTBALL TEAM

Our sale is for 365 days
a year on all Radiators

ALL GREEK Intramural Champs

ESTABLISHED 1967
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* Courtesy cars available while we
work on yours
* Foreign car radiators Available

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES OVERSEAS PROGRAM

352-5133

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
IN COOPERATION WITH SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY AND THE
CENTRAL AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS,
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA

520 S. Maple Bowling Green, OH
AXQ « AXl) • AXQ • AXQ « AXQ « AXQ » AXQ * AXQ » AXQ » AXQ » AXQ « AXQ » AXQ « AXQ

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
OUR NEW OFFICERS:

WINTER SESSION IN COSTA RICA
JANUARY 3-24,1987

THE CRISIS IN CENTRAL AMERICA:
CURRENT ISSUES AND PERSPECTIVES

Costs: PROGRAM FEES $600 INCLUDES APPLICATION AND ADMINISTRATION FEES, COURSE INSTRUCTION, HELD
TRIPS, LODGING, 2 MEALS/DAY, SJO AIRPORT PICKUP
AND DELIVERY. AIRFARE IS EXTRA.

President
Cathy Drake
1* Vice
Tammy Slack
nd
2 Vice
Karen Allen
rd
3 Vice
Amy Hadley
Pledge Educator
Hallie Miller
Treasurer
Wende Voshell
Asst. Treasurer
Chris Frank
Rush Chairwoman
Wendy Gerber
Social Chairwoman
Cheryl Ferkany
Cabinet Director
Judie Adler
Philanthropy Chairwoman...Kathie Reigle
Scholarship Chairwoman
Trish Passante
Sr. Panhel
Tiemey Teeters
Jr. Panhel
Peggy Weber
Warden
Erin Warren
Chaplin
Leslie Rullman
Corresponding Secretary....Stacey Manges
Recording Secretary
Lisa Sherrill
Society and Key
Erin Warren
Song
Tami Gilliand
Historian
Michelle Bauder
Elections & Composite
Kim Honaker
NSRF
Angie Walker

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT DR. RENE RUIZ,
DIRECTOR LATIN-AMERICAN STUDIES: 372-8069, 372-2667,
OR TOLEDO 865-4290

THANK YOU OLD OFFICERS
FOR A JOB WELL DONE!

SPEND THREE WEEKS IN BEAUTIFUL COSTA RICA AND DISCOVER
FIRST-HAND THE MAJOR INTERNATIONAL EVENTS AFFECTING
CENTRAL AMERICA TODAY.
EARN THREE BGSU CREDITS (LATIN AMERICAN SENIOR SEMINAR)
INVESTIGATING THE CURRENT SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ISSUES RELATED TO CENTRAL AMERICAN AFFAIRS AS
WELL AS THE HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, ART AND CULTURES OF
THE REGION. INSTRUCTION IS IN ENGLISH.
THIS PROGRAM IS OPEN FOR ADULTS ON A NON—CREDIT BASIS

SCHEDULED CONFERENCES
FORMER PRESIDENT OF COSTA RICA + MINISTER OF FOREIGN RELATIONS +
NICARAGUAN AMBASSADOR TO COSTA RICA + U.S. AMBASSADOR TO COSTA
RICA + DIRECTOR, ECONOMIST, U.N. ECONOMIC COMMISSION + DIRECTOR,
CENTER FOR CENTRAL AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES + DIRECTOR,
SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF COSTA
RICA + DIRECTOR, CENTRAL AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS + DIRECTOR, INTER-AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS +
DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR RELIGIOUS STUDIES + DIRECTOR, NATIONAL MUSEUM + REGIONAL ARTISTS, WRITERS AND CRAFTSMEN

SCHEDULED FIELD TRIPS
PANAMA + CABO BLANCO NATURE RESERVE (PACIFIC COAST) + CAHUITA
NATIONAL PARK (CARIBBEAN COAST) + CARTAGO AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE + CRAFT STUDIOS + GUAYABO NATIONAL PARK + IRAZU VOLCANO +
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY + NATIONAL MUSEUM + NATIONAL THEATER +
PUEBLO NUEVO REFUGEE CAMP

APPLICATION DEADLINE : DECEMBER 1,1986

B
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Volleyball
D Continued from page 4.
a huge crowd in Anderson Arena.
Due to Thanksgiving break, next Tuesday's final home match
against Windsor should attract a sparse crowd. Berardinelli and
senior Alaine Emens will be playing in their last three matches this
weekend and Berardinelli would like to go out with a little hoopla.
"It's real important anytime that a Dig match gets the crowd
support," the 6-0 senior said. "It gives you added momentum and
intensifies the mood of the team."
BG will have to pumped up in order to stop the 25-6 Redskins.
Miami is second in the MAC with a 12-2 mark. Its only two losses
have been to powerhouse WMU.
Much of the credit for MU's success must go to the Tepe sisters,
Kathy and Wendy. One or the other is in the top three in five MAC
statistical categories.
Wendy is second in hitting percentage, first in kills per game, and
ninth in blocks per game. Her sister is third in hitting percentage,
third in kills per game, first in aces per game and second in blocks
per game.
Berardinelli said the Falcons have devised a scheme to try and
shut down the potent tandom.
"We've practiced servingshort so we can get the ball to the sisters
first," Berardinelli said. "They will have to pass off to someone else
so we will be trying to take them out of the play."

BG holiday hockey
ducats on sale early
Because of next week's
Thanksgiving holiday, there
will be a change in the procedure for ticket sales and AllSports Pass exchanges for the
Friday, November 28 home
hockey game against Michigan State.
The All-Sports Pass exchange will take place Monday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Tuesday from 1 p.m. to S
p.m., with the full complement of exchange tickets
available. General admission
tickets, which are normally
not sold until the Wednesday
before a game, will go on sale
starting 9 a.m. Monday.
There will be a limit of four
tickets per person per day

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

and no phone orders will be
accepted.
Also, the Holiday Hockey
Pass will continue to be sold
at the Memorial Hall Ticket
Office and at the game on the
28th. Discount priced at $15
for adults and $7.50 for
youths, the Pass provides
guaranteed admission to the
November 28th game against
Michigan State as well as the
January 2-3 Lake Superior
series and January 9-10 Miami series.
The Ticket Office will be
open on Friday the 28th from
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. only. For
more information call 3722762.

FALCON MARCHING
BAND CONCERT

HAIR REPAIR
HAIRCUT
SPECIAL

$6

Sunday, Nov. 23 -- 3:00 p.m.
LENHART BALLROOM -- UNION
Admission - Adults $2
All Students $1

iftt.
(no
shampoo)

expires 11/28/86
lO'JPf N MOST BE PRESENTED (REGULAR PRICE $10)

TICKETS ON SALE AT
ANDERSON BOX OFFICE
OR AT DOOR ON SUNDAY

TUES-FRI 9:30-7:00
352-2566
SAT
9:30-4:00
Yellow House behind Taco Bell
WHEN ALL YOU NEED IS THE PERFECT CUT
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Congratulations

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute

35mm Color

Prints and
Slides
from the
same roll

**8

Searde hlmWorki has adapted Kodak'* profci
uonal Motion Picrure Aim for uae in your )5mm
camera. Now you can UK the urnr film — «nm
the tame mictofinc grain and rich color
laruraiion — Hollywood* top ttudim demand
Ira wide exposure latitude 11 perfect for evtrvdai
shoo. You can capture apecial effect*, too. Shoot
it in hnfht or low bght — atupio 1200 ASA
Whar'i more, rt'i economical. And rememher.
Searde FilmWorki len you choose pent* or
slides, or both, from the time roll
Try thu remarkable film today'
-wa*»iw

T™!f IrtToductory Offer "
0 RUSHrMrwuIOexpoaurerolbofKodak
MP film for mv)5mm camera I'd likes 2-roll
starter pack including Eastman f 247* and
5294* Enclosed u $2 for postage and handling
WO* fenrixnoi GUir.AH«d

I
I
|
a
■

?T»ri
nr
Mail in: Seattle FilnMoHu. 500 led Ave- W.
P.O. Boa »4*H6. Seattle. W*. 9812-4 2590
ka*i »:<" —i'."*...■•.i.-urt. *(.-»■>t.-t* <.■•**«,
hMM-fa • -na. -r.... •— it- -.*_**-« N>I. i( MI
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A shoulder injury will also
flag Geoff Williams from the
Ferris State series. Clark Pineo,
although skating in practice,
will miss his fourth consecutive
weekend due to a cartilage tear
in his rib cage.
The Bulldogs report no inju-

Congratulations!
OUTSTANDING STUDENT AFFAIRS
SERVICE AWARDS FINALISTS!

September...
Cindy Price
Greek Life
Cindy Swartzfager Residential Services
Mary Ellen Werner Residential Services

October...
Dr. Ron Zweirlein
Don Miller
Nan Homer

Student Recreation Center
Student Activities Orientation
Student Health Services

You've shown that "you care"
about BGSU students!
We're proud of you!
—The Student Affairs Staff

BUILDING
BETTER
BASKETBALL

A4>

Jim Larranaga's Construction Crew has already begun
the task of rebuilding the proud Bowling Green
Basketball tradition. You can land a hand in the
reconstruction. The BGSU student body will be
the Falcon's sixth man in the stands. Back the Falcons
now and...

Thanks to all our
Dashing Dates.
We had a Blast!
Hope you did too!
A*

Joining Duncan to help lead
the BG offensive surge will be
center Paul Ysebaert. The Junior Corunna, Ontario native
has scored 13 goals while adding
14 assists to trail the CCHA
overall scoring leaders by only a
point.
In addition to Ysebaert and

An injury will force Falcon
defenseman Kevin Dahl to the
sideline for the third time in
seven weekends. This time an
injured shoulder, the last two
times a bruised kidney.

Kappa » Kappa » Kappa • Kappa • Kappa • Kappa • Kappa • Kappa

Get Bowled Over
By A Bowling Green Alpha Phi
Date Dash
N&y. 15, 1986

A4>

"We have to eliminate mistakes, especially defensive mistakes. BG is a potent team. If we
make a mistake, it shows on the
scoreboard," Perpich said.
"We've got some talented offensive people, we have to capitalize on our opportunities."

Duncan, left wing Barber (18
points), defenseman Brian McKee (16), and centers Nelson
Emerson (16) and Greg Parka
(15) round out the bulk of the
Falcon scoring threat.

We're All Very Proud of You! sf

CTTV

A*

Kristin Rumble
Kana Ryan
Michele St. Piere
Mary Schneider
Karen Sedor
Cindy Shock
Sheri Spaulding
Rebecca Stevens f

Ellen Bittel
Suzy Burgman
Colleen Cavanaugh
Lori Christopher
Jenny Moser
Rochelle Kram
Dee Rathburn
Mary Rizzo

D Continued from page 4.
FSU will probably need to play
its best hockey.
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KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Orientation Leaders
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Hockey
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GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR!
HOME OPENER - DEC. I vs. HEIDELBURC 6pm'
■

ir-.i

".-.'■

A*

HEY DELTA ZETA'S,
We kicked up our heels at Western Wind-In.
We celebrated the New Year at New Year's in November.

urpriseJ!.GRAB-A-DATE!
See ya at the Pike House at NlNEf!

RECYCLE
GlASS»Oll«NEW$PAFMS

Alum. Cans 22« / lb.
Sowllnf Qt—n JaycMt'

MCYCUNO CINTII
Ud 4 4tk l»t w*.
I1II.N.M.
SIMM*
OH*

h*4m* k* *• ON*, rf imm P i n w I
• tap «!»»«« «n,, i„

Classifieds
CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS
■o News mBBf tor vokm—n-wnm ma
ptwtogrsphws-evwy Sunday, 8 p.m., 210
lAheat Hal. For further Information cm
3722*03
InssniurBl 3-pleyw MUIM |M 1 W) erttnae
IOBBKCWI.

Hue Nov 24. by * 00 p m r^

On Tuesday. Nov 25m. Women lor Worn*. wa
llsset In the UCF lounge tor ■ olanrxng end
«• rixeeBng *J are weloomo. 7-9 p.m Cal
372-2201 lor more ntommlon
School ol HPER Saturday Recreation Prognsm
tor youth with DMBn
Director Dotom A. Black
Saturday 18m 11 e.m--1 p.m Group 1 at Roc
C*nssr, Oroup ■ a! Hayee Gym
M aaelgnea students » attend
v*e**or*ara welcome

LOST & FOUND
H*-LPI
I've >o*l ■ vary precious item' A descete gold
croaa a«i praying hands and a floating hewt
on a gold Cham Al I raaty war" la ma croaa
Lost somewhere between Harahman and Waal
Hal Ptoaaa help' Cal 172-41M If found
loat Back and whs*, tweed, wool coal
Madkim length. Leal al Howards on Friday
night. Cal 352 9103 If you nave any mlo
Reward"
LOST: DORM KEY
Kay oham « attached--*, is red witn white lettor* Phraae on key chain aays "Where dk) I put
my y.*;X* keyar Loat Wad afternoon Please
eel 2 8393

RIDES

"RHONDA (WAV
ThartagMng vacation wB be tough That
weekend wB be greet though
I LOVE YOU BO MUCH, HONEYIII
ALWAYS ANO FOREVER YOUMI
OOOSE
1BM FALCON MARCHERS A I
The "WEATHERMAN" la coming to town'
Party al flat Hut. Fit after hockey'
ALPHA CM OMEGA COtsOIWTULATES
Onantaaton Leaders DANA COLLINS
KELLY ANN DRAKE
ALLISON HALEY
MICHELLE KAUFHOLD
SAUNORA KOSCtNSKI
TRT3H PASSANTE
LBA SCH00NOVER
USASHERRRJ.
LORRAINE SIEGWORTH
WAY TO OO. AXOIII
Alpha Oats.
Although there waa a Ma confusion, and our
lea waa mm ail a weak, wal make I up by
hsvmg twvee the fun Saturday night
-The PN Pals
ALPHA GAMMS
THANK YOU FOR A MOST ENJOY ABLE TEA
LAST FPJDAY NaaHT! WE RE LOOKINQ FORWARD TO OUR NEXT TEA TOGETHER!
THE BETAS
Alpha PN Data Dasher.
Wad axe to Bank our "daahtng" dates tor
sparing' a "frame" ol Brno to get "bowled"
over by a "atrtking" Alpha Pin
Love, The Ladles ol Alpha Phi
Alpha Sigma Phla and Sigma Nua
The weekend won't be hare soon enough so
get ready 10 dance the night away.
With the thraa of us together. I can only add up
to a tot of tun!
Love, the Siaters of Pi Beta Phi

Ride desperately needed to Detroit
Matropottan Airport Friday. November 21 I
wfl pay for al gas Please ceJ Robm at
372 5816

Al your typing neede
Prompt & Professional
Clara 352-4017

Attention AXO. Thanks tor a great warm up las!
raght Can't watt ts nan eamaatanLova the
PIKES

STUDENT LE0AL SERVICES
NEEDS A NEW LOO.OI
We're willing |0
pay (100 tor the
deekjn. Pteesa
submit the design
to 924 In the Union
by December 2 at 4:00

RENT A LOFT FOR SPRING SEMI
Grve yourself room to relax'
Free pickup and delrery.
optional assemory
For Into on how to regtater
cal Loft Construe hon
352-3IM M-F. 9 5

DELTA TAU DELTA KITCHEN CREW
CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING VOTED
NUMBER ONE KITCHEN ON CAMPUS
ANOTHER NOTCH IN THE FLA0
KEEP MOLDING IT HMJHI
FRATERNALLY,
THE BROTHERS

CHAD ARTHUR
Cong/ah aeltona on your two goals ogemsl
VIC Beat ol Luck agamsl Feme Stale Score
one (or me, H'e my B-dayt St* your No 1
fan!IDabbk> P.
CINDY GILLES
Thai FPaENO couldn't forget thai big day HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY' Hope your day e> ore.!'
CoHeen and Krista Sue
Go to 50 Rodgers tonight
tor your next due
Love, your Big Brothers

!POBaANEK
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEB!!!
Wfcsh I could gat you what you want! Too bad ha
has to play tonight Don't kfl me. I am your
friend Love AJwaya. Sue
DEE ZEE ORAB-A-OATEII

•••eHaWTtWVW"

HEY DEE ZEEB,"'
GET PSYCHED FOR TONIOHTII
HEY DELTA ZETAS,
GOT A DATE VETT
YOU HAVE UNTB. 1:00!
HEY! sUTTCHELDER 1ST ANO 2N0 HKVtSI
YOU GUYS ARE THE GREATEST!
(I mat wanted to tot you know that)
LOVE YA'i AMY

Hramurat 3 pteyer hseintbel |M A Wl entries
due Nov 24. by 4 00 pm In 108 Rec Center
Jeennie Made McCarthy
YOU ARE THE BEST
BIG b'li BIG
AROUND
LUV FOREVER > A DAY

NOW

Joe.
I La* thought id say thanka lor a anal
weekend Dowg your laundry wee my idea of an
exciting dete'
Love. Chris
PS Are you honey?

Typing and Word Prooaaahg Sarvtoa* and
Raeumee Thaass and dataartajtone. A to Z DataI from Uhtmen s 362-5042

ft s your Birthday ao we'd Bxe to sey
wa hope you have ona hal ol a day.
It s time to My a fond tarawel.
to those toenaged yews youV* loved so we*.
Don't get mad or sad or sneer
Come out with ua and have a low Beam.
Look forward to Sat with Cwdkval Pull
Wal try tor a Falcon and al that good etulf
Have a Greet Bithdey
Love ye, "The Gang''

YUPPTS wa be open
for the Michigan OSU Gems
00 BLUE

PI Beta PIH. Kappa Kappa Gammai
ONLY THE FEW. THE LUCKY
W«X DISCOVER THE SECRET
TTiAryriONS ARE MADE TO LASTI
MONMOUTH DUO IS COMING SOON'

WANTED

PI KAPPS
YOU GUYS ARE THE GREATEST! SORRY
FOR THE MIX UP HOPE YOU HAD FUN
ANYWAY
LOVE YOUR DZ COACHES,
USA. LORY, ANO AMY

You are the beet roommate ever'
1 love you with el my heart

PUPPY: FREE to Good Home!
Coae-Shepard mix. el shots
12 wka old Cal 352-4340 after 4
RE EN
THANKS FOR BEING SUCH A GREAT
ROOMIE ANO FRIEND IT HAS BEEN A GREAT
SEMESTER ANO THE NEXT ONE WILL BE
EVEN BETTER CHEER UP BECAUSE NO
LIZARDS ARE ALLOWED IN OUR ROOM
LOVE ALWAYS-AMY
Rag.
"I can't believe you're herel" I haven't seen
you tar ewhas but remember I'm anvaya thinking
of you.
"I LOVE YOU"
Unda
SKI JACKSON HOLE WITH UAO
JAN. 1-11, '17
TReP INCLUDES: TRANSPORTATION, ACCOaaoOATIONS, PARTIES, CONCERT, LBT
TICKETS
I2M (1100 DEPOSIT)
ALSO AVAILABLE:
•OH SKI RENTAL DISCOUNT, 10S
CLOTHING PURCHASE DISCOUNT AT VK»NG SKI SHOP-TOLEDO. SKIN UP M UAO OFFICE, IRD FLOOR UNION SKM UP M NOV.
TO BE ELKMBLE TO WIN A GIFT CERTVFICATE FROM SWsTMNCE.
SUSAN CAGE
Happy 22nd Bvthday"
"Hoyl-a, Hoyt-o, Hoyl-e
Take me Home"
You re vary specie! Suaan
Love. Karen and Leeee

KM
THANKS!
Love. Jennifer

KETTH EVEMSs!
CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING ELECTED
SAE PRESIDENT POOK'S IS PROUD OF
YOUI
LOVE. BETH ANN
Kan Fecharda
Happy 22nd Btrthdayl
Love. Mtthele

You ere al the good things
that God put on this Earth
You make me ao happy
I Love You
Michael

ArB Andrews*'Don Bnhkmann
BB Mlnreck- •Barb Posaltal
Came BooarT-Metl Smith
1 areas Savers • • Tammy WHtman
Suaan Lay* * Margaret Taranhno
Renee Votrenv 'Uaa Paul
Ryan Slewert- • Karm Fabum
Mlchele Martaa*-Lease Sttafer
Mant Strowar* -Machete Clary
lort MJday* *Ertc Ertckaon
A Job wel done'
Oefta Zeta Spe-ttll!
Delta Zeta Spmi"

Happy 20th. My Loval Thai year he* been ev
iieoToie {eerier**, lest weekend) Thanka for
being a greet Mend and roommate Get reedy
tor the weekend because we were BORN TO
BE WILD""
Love, Jen

Otngle
Ore* Morenos
Tuquleroi
Do you heve s lefce 10? II caught you could get
up to a S1000 Una and-or a monthe h |ej paja 1
year loenee eueponolon PONT FBSK IT
Don't go home empty handed1 Indian com door
bunchee. S6 and $6 each Just m time for
Thankaglvlng 352-1821

Need s ride home for the Hokdeys?
Cal USG Dk*A-RUe 372-7522
l**»l and Kelly
• •■ tjBfijiyi *BJBJ itT*B) DsMf MtTt# fMW f/nmi HilMI
everl I'm a* eiavj we're a lamttyl Have a heppy Turkey Day I
I love you both tots.

Don't have a rtde home lor Thanksgiving?
It not cal USG DtoFa-RUa

372-7522

OS U wB never be the eemel
They know we're ryomtng,
They've battened down the halchea.
I
Get ready tor a wH Gamma PN Waakandl

DONNA, PIUIE, EVA, * K AREN
rr WAS A GREAT I0EAI
TOO BAD WE TrtOUONT OF IT FBWTI

CBS#1
PICK*HIT J

*

*
*

6.

Thank You
to Everyone who voted me to ACGFA
ChnBtopniW HajWalCK

THE CAMPUS DEPOT
SpecasUng In Greek dottwvj 1 ecceseoriee
sweets, t-ahata. tumblers, picture tramee.
bookbags. statiorvery and morei Prices ere
LOWER than the other Greek atoraa si tie area
4 we can have All orders ready ri lees then s
week. Check out our prices on sweets
Regukv weight single lettering $18 75. double
lettering $20.50
Heavy weight -single lettering SIS 50. double
lettering S22.50.
Located In Toledo on the U T campus 3123
Bancroft next to University Cleaners Mention
this ad and receive 10* oft any purcheee
1 538 3008 Itaataicira. via* and personei
chacka accepted
The SB-aers of PI Bete Pi» would axe 10 wtah
everyone a vary Happy ThankagMngl
That* On voseyta* Coechee"
Rk and Stoop
We hed s great time
and you two are tetrtftc.
Low. the KO Voaaybal team
Tan pajgner
Happy 22nd Bvthdey"
We've spent a ky of baThdeye togxnher and I
hope this * the Dee! one yel'
I love you'
SUM

TO ALL THE BETA PLEDGES WHO SUCCES3FULLY COMPLETED THE PLEDGE PROGRAM YOU'RE ALMOST THERE' KEEP UP
THE GOOD WORK)
THE BROTHERS
TRACY DeLUCA
The tfena has ahxaady coma and gone.
It r***y dkkiT take that bng
3 hours d wtnding sure lenT eeay
But it wee wel worth my new BIG TRACY
XI Love.

TRACY JOSEPH
HAPPY 21ST BaTTHOAVII
LOVE ANO FRsENDS ALWAYS.
ROBYN

LP or TAPE

kiiko's
Jf

Sun 12:00-8:00

354-3977
113 RAILROAD ST.

(Behind Dexter'*)

FOR SALE

MBug is! JlOOoftertakeel! Calweekdaya
after 5:00. 36341058
'76 Datoun B210, aulomaac trananisiekin. nava
good, $300 MCS AM FM Tuner. $80 Sana.,
lurnleble, $40 Moving, mutt set 364-1244.
1973 Chevy Nova Rune greet, body good, excess* winter traneportatlon $450 cal Pat
353-2706
1973 VW Super Beess $950 to atari but beat
otter 352-2143
1974 Porsche 914. 2.0 St*. 1 owner, good
ccndBton $1900 or beet otter 362 4236

1 Female needed to suUeeee apt doa* to
campus! Cal now 3S2-0B44

1980 Champ Rune wee. aoad body, dean,
good rubber AM FM stereo radio $900 firm.
354-7680.

1 fenteje roommate tor Spring. Nice auaftnaml
doa* to campus, own room. Only S100 a
month a gaa Cal 363 8911. aakfor turn

77 HONDA ACCORD Featback New exhaust
aye., .nestta, paint bb. AM-FM eterso ceee , st-.
6 apd . $1300 Cal attar 6 pm 352-0949

1 female to sublease apartment tor Soring
■Contact Uaa 354-8181.

Cen you bay Jeep*. Cera, 4»4's Sailed In
drug raids tar under 1100? Can tor teds today. 002-B37-1401 aitSSts*.

s to sublease epertment wtlh 3
malaa tor Spring '87 $112.50 par month
Phone 353-3020 lor Oetaas
1 nMrnntaaa (m) to Bub toeee tor Spring Sam
$10O-mo ptua etoc. t phone Cal. 364-5306
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED TO
SUBLEASE HOUSE FOR SPRING SEMESTER
LOW RENT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL
352-2778.
2 females to aubseeae apartment for Spring
Semeeter
Cozy apt. does to campus
353-1469
2peoptotolubtoaaahaBda4paraonCampus
Manor apartment, cal Greg 352-9560 after
6:00 p.m.
Female roommate needed to lublaaaB apartment for Spring semester Ctoee t0 campus
Only $110 s month Cal Dab at 3540827.
Hetpl I'm graduating' Need 1 female to share
furnished 1 bedroom apartment spring
semeeter FIRST MONTH'S RENT FREE! Cat
Roes 352-6741
Hto Chic to ehare flat for Spring Semeeter
Cheap rant, podakto membership, posh Cal
363-0228. Cigarette smokers need not apery
Looking tor lameia to sign over lease for spring
. Rent w wvy nsaaonaote • ndudng
1 and the pnvecyof your own room, ev
aoalKalhyat 353-1571.
Need mete roommate to subtoaes nice, quiet
■pt Comer ol 3rd and MenvUe $120amonm
353-5409 or 372-8708.
leON-SaMKaxta FEMALE tor Spring Sam
Nice ptooa. Cal 354-8502.
Ona mate to aubtsaas room in houee near canv
pua. Cal 353-0976 Aak tor Todd.
ONE SMCKMG ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE VPTTM THREE OTHERS FOR SPRING
SEMESTER (SUBELET) CALL 353-421 7

WANTEO MALE TO SUBLEASE APT FOR
SPRING SEMESTER. ONLY $500 RENT FOR
ENTIRE SEMESTER MORE INFO 363-1880

TWaxCTAJ, WOULD UKE TO THANK OUR DZ
VOLLEYBALL COACHES FOR A GREAT
COACHING EFFORT DURING THE TOURNAMENT CANT WATT TBJ. NEXT YEARI

HOURS

128N.MAINyDOWNTOWN

"Student LoansNo co-signer no creoxt app
C*J Stan (814) 475-8800

Two tan-aae roofnttiaaaa naodad to lubleaai
$240 each, pkje uflRkM. Own rooms For more
Intcvrnallon. cal 353-3227

• hrn tou iwed cno*r> t-uicklt and haxlr-lrrt >*«• us at
kinkov Our sa-lf-at-riicr copirr. art? itr\ ra»\ In u«f and |i>r
inulh» tffai qualm inriprn-ihr CISBK-*. mu txprci

M-Tr 7:30-10:00
Fri 7:30-6:00
Sat 9:00-6:00

VUFPTS

Wedneeday ntght Is Tequaa night
Yuppi'a say. GO BLUE

WE WILL DO rr
BYX-MAS
LUV ROBIN

^^xlf^^^^^^^^^^^^.^^
*
CYNDILAUPER
TRUtCOtORS
"■
^
1h« (^kkkUdwnet d lewrl
■an** Me* lljww/Tafani «easj 0*
ruCelnawawTBsBlesa
BTBBTBBBBSV

352-8284

WE CAN DO IT

•

Sal tor Avon Chrwtmee Earn 35-50* $5 00
toe Cal 352-6408
TYPISTS S50O weekly et home1 Send SASE to
Mr Yahaya, 1221 W Brookvtow. No 43.
Tdedo, OH 43616.

Winter B*e Storege
$1490
Parcels take Shop

Seeking 1 lemele1 roommate
r
10 there epertavent wRh 3 1
r Spring 1
$*40 a semesler or negotiable
Cell
aVMBIB.

KM

M*e Head Pin, G Man
DrNe-lhnj at McDs a sore back, new zero
vieebBty. Waft Uke an Egyptian, Gary, dk) you
ask Pete to open with San Jadnto? Look out for
that low flying Petal I can't beaeve the audience
rlropped Gab-ell Remember Steven Bko, hie
srxrtt Ivee on forever Do you axe anmal songa?
I dWn I know Mercy Street was about Anne Sexton and Fatnty Snapanot waa about an
aaaaaam HP. you mede the drive home
u*earablel $4 00 lor parking, are you crazyl
Gery you srrvri Ike petrol No sell control Whel
a way to apand a Tuesday raght. we have to do
« again sometime
-Thorn...

DELTA ZETA GRAB-A-OATE

ft WHArS FUN-LOVING, ENTHUSIASTIC,
AND CAPABLE OF TELLING YOU HOW
MANY VOLUMES ARE IN THE LIBRARY?
A A BGSU TOUR GUIDE!
ft WHAT'S THE BEST WAY TO OET HANDSON EXPERIENCE AS A TOUR GUIDE AND
MEET LOTS OF INTERESTING PEOPLE?
A VOLUNTEER AS A TOUR GUIDE FOR
PREVIEW DAY NO. 2 TO BE HELD ON SATURDAY, DECEMBER STHI
ft HOW DO I DO THIS?
A BY ATTENOaNO ONE OF TWO INFORMATIONAL MEETINaS TO BE HELD ON MONDAY. NOVEMBER 24TH FROM 7.00*00 eja,
M BOOB) lit OF THE BA MPUMM AND
MONDAY. DECEMBER 1ST FROM 4 30-* JO
P.M M THE MCFALL ASSEMBLY ROOM. SEE
YATHEREI!

Help Wanted Now taking applications tor poetBon si a high energy area raght dub. Fnervdty
nature and out-going personelty a plus Umlled
positions a sashls tor ndivvjueis under 21.
Hexble schedule tor car cooeng. apply in parion et Henry J's Fun Drmkery. Olenbyrne
Center, etler 8:00 p m deity

Mary Elan Wetdar. you wad woman you! Your
aecret stater la watching out tor you. Keep up
with al that greet Gemma Phi aptnll

D*tsSkjmePI
Congratuletee their new InMates

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD UKE TO COtlleJENO AND
THANK WAYNE COLVM FOR HIS
HELP WITH THE PLEDOE PROQRAMI
FRATERNALLY,
THE SHOTHERS OF DELTA TAU

GROOVY RE CORDS
425 E WOOSTER (BEHaNO DAIRY MART)
MON SAT 11-8

OKLAHOMA TRVWaER
HERE'S A UTTLE POEM FOR YOU
I HOPE IT WILL 00.
YOU CAME TO ME ON A SPIRITED NKXT
I REALLY THOUGH YOU WERE OUT OF
SIGHT
FROM THENCE WE BECAME DATES
IT WAS TRULY OUR FATES
WE ARE CERTAINLY HAVING A BLAST
I HOPE IT WILL ALWAYS LAST.
LOVE. YOUR WILD STUD

Kappa Kapture
What a aucoaaal Ttvanka to el who participated
love. The Kappa Pledgee

CONGRATULATIONS 1BB7
SPORT MANAGEMENT CLUB OFFICERS:
Vice Preekterrt-CHRts BACH
Secretary-RAM HUNT
Treesurer-CHRIB FABER
Publicity Chek-ROB ROGERS
Communique Edttor-SUSAN PATRICK
From your new President. DIANA HUDSON
PS Gat Peyched for e GREAT term!!

ATTENTION CINOY PRICE.
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR
TIME e»BNT THIS SEMESTER
CONCERNING DELTA TAUI WE REALLY
ENJOY WORKING WITH YOUI
YOU'RE THE GREATEST!!
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU

nte oan-t watt tor ona of Via beet leas for me
■Sfneaiei. we always look forward to having a
great Brno with you Sea you Friday night
-The PIH Pea

Jeftrey's at the Inn
Now Open 4 p.m. dally
Including Sunday
Entoy your tavortte cockled
In our new lounge

Attention: Delta Zeta Coaches
Sandy. Amy. Cnm. Kan
Thanks lor Oreaklas!
You girls are great!
The Phi Pale

PERSONALS

EVETTE HORTON. JAMIE ANtJREWS
ANO KELLY McCOY-THANKS FOR ALL THE
HARD WORK. IT PAfO OFF AMD JALBREAK
WAS A SUCCESS AND AS EXPECTED-THE
BEST DATE PARTY OF THE YEAR.
LOVE, THE ALPHA Xa-

It you need a ride home for TheyvksgMng or
heve one rasahli. cal Dlal-A-RKte 372-7522

Ann Maria, I cant wait' Alter hartory, we're hi
•lory and gelling, reedy lor me date party The*
Of our aftarhoura party Love Crasg

Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy teat, oblecrrve information. By appointment or wafc-m
Cal now 354 HOPE

Lewie Renee, and Tracy,
I don't know what I would have done wBhout
you el Ma weekend Thank* so much tor at
your love and aupportl Love.Chris

HERE'S WISHsNG ALL OF YOU SOME
TURKEY CHEER. HAVE A FUN, HEALTHY,
AND RELAX-NO BREAK KELLY, KMBTK,
LAURSE ANO LESLIE! PEACE BE WITH AIL
OF USIII LOVE AND HUGS, VICE PRESIDENT
OF QOO^OO ITAUANO, LONE.

Andy Seymour
Happy 22nd Birthday'
Love. BMBBJ

Rale needed to Columbus on Tuesday
November 25* I'l leave anytime and he*? wtlh
gaa PLEASE CALL USA. 3 '2-4436'

So «s knasy your 21 si brthday.
aowhattl
Corvjreaulaeons on your Omegs Moo
Pbaa Eating Contest victory'
Can you say sated?
Omega Moo Forever

HOWDY 204 S. 557 EettSS

First your teeth
Then your nose
Whet's going to
Heppennext?
Sure M'

■JOE NEEDED TO ALABAMA
WILL HELP DRIVE AND PAY FOR QAS
CAN LEAVE MONDAY NOV 24
CALL JEMFER ASAP 353-OOeo

SERVICES OFFERED
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HELP WANTEO
Student wanted tor temporary, part time
teaching poalton Mayor tob leoponotxaty ■>
etude, cortoucttng safety Da* pisssiilaauiM In
atomentary and preechool daaarooma Poaeton
avaaable from Dae. 88-May 87: spproxlmetety
8-10 hours par week Own traneportatlon required
Pteaae sand resume, including
isvaieni.ee * hours analahla to: Wood County
Hestth Dept . 541 W Wooster. Bowing Green.
OH 43402. EOE-EOP
ADVERTISING SALES
poaaton opening M The BG News hegkirxng
Spring Semeeter Al ma|ors encoureged to epply tor vakaihla corrsraaetonad aasse experience
Sophomoree A rumors pralarnsd. Contact
Advertising Manager. 214 Waat Man.
372 2606 Appscetfon rWadfeie: Jim., Nov
26, Spjn.
Arxpscetions Accepted Between 7 am~2
prntStor Caarvjer PoeaKn Barney s South. 998

SI
Camp counselors end program staff tor Camp
Courageous, a leaMenfaa1 summer camp for
people wlh mental IBSB las-ton, located new
Toledo. OH To apply: contact the Camp Director. 1 Strwianon Square. SuB* 532. Toledo.
OH 43804. (419) 242-4412
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON
NANNY?
Are you a tovtng. nurturing person who entoya
spending nme with chedren? Uve si Overy.
suburban neighborhoods, entoy excellent
sss-rtsa, benefits, your own living qusrters end
amaad wortong hours Your found-tnp tranaporaaton a ututrluad. Ona year comttaanant
necessary Cat Or write Mrs. Ftodl. Cheocare
Ptacament Service. Inc
(CCP8). 149
Buoxmneler Rd.. Brookkne. MA 02148 (817)
588-8294
Make Kjndrede weekly ntaBng drcuka-s' No
ouotaal IjmBsl Rush sell eddreeeed stamped
envelope AM MAR 258 Robertson. Dept P4,
Bevarty HBs. CA 90211
Now accepting applicationa for part
■laKaay-eats t oany-out. Looking tor some
rttornhg a aeatiBt, - apply at Churches Super
market 1141 8 Mam BO.
Pert-erne *
waftreee welter tor
Querter Psrryaburg

i oocktal
BW. French
now being

FOR SAIJi-MARANTZ STEREO
EXCELLENT CONOfTION
CALL 372-4078
For sate A baeuWul aeaortmant ol plants for
every oMc* envvonment hsngtng. floor A table
varieties tor artBtoaa sghtlng to fi* sun We
delvor (ur»veralty and budget cost only | Pleeee
calf Jan 372-7649 or Ground* Dept.
372-7850 Randy
For Sale: Women* 28" Scorcher 10-apeedonty $26. (Buy Now For Spring') Womens'
Large StaO-um Coat-brand new. only worn
once J25 Cal 353-2348 or 372-8354
FOR SALE: 17"B»WTV
Good oondRBn. $20 or best offer Cal evenmgs. 353-0128
FUt»*TllFtE- MUST SELL: Sola. TV stand. Ooffee table, kitchen table -4 chat* Al si good
ccodttlon Bed oiler Cal M-F after 5 pm
3548160
I NEED CASH! DORM SIZE REFRIDGERATOR
FOR SALE BEST OFFER CALL 353-7603
MstiBc brown '77 Chrysler Cordoba. Vinyl top,
A-C. radio, cruise control, power steering, new
battery, good tkee. and paint, ntm wrecked,
make otter. 888-3589
Orange BG Falcon Sweeter
Addt SOa Smel. $22 00
352-8662
Pcxneettaa tor sale Order now for Xms*
aaaaon Red. pa*, white and marbled Musi
have your order si before Dec 7 Cal now.
Greenhouse 372-7849-Jan or Ground* Dept.
372 7650-Randy
United Artna ticket Detroit to Denver Leeves
12-20 retume 1-10. $270 price nago. 0*1
352-1960.

FOR RENT

1 mate needed to sublet apartment do** to
campus (behind Doxtora) For more Info cal
352-2814
1 mete needed to lublsaae room In house for
Soring llflHllir Cal Dave al 352! 549 between 6 and 9 p.m.
APT FOR RENT SPRING SENS
Fmreehed 2 bedroom, 2 both Vary dean, good
mgmt. FREE HEAT Cal 353-0733 altar 6pm
wfcdaya or anyBrne w**fc*nda
BSjtsetBBJ
*-'■ ' ■ •
■ kr
■-■'■» Roommate
i«*«.,-.™.w needed
l,->--^ to
1^
share houa* wan two gtrta $580 per semeeter
on E. Wooster very do** to campus. Cat
363-3628
DESPERATE Specious 2 bedroom tumtehed
apartment wtlh balcony. A asm 11 tor lucltsai
Spring semeeter Ptoaa* cal 353-1588.
Itouaaa and apartment* do** 10 oampua for
Summer Semeeter 1987 end 196788 school
yew ! 267 3341
Large 1 bedroom turrashed apartment UttJbee
Included Ctoaa to campus A downtown--

available now. 362-8382;
669-3255

352-5389:

Need female to ahara houa* Need maH to
ehare *uieTas:ll Four month lease tor 2nd
semeeter Cal 352-7385
mant on North
353-3004

1 tast*., I Studio
Main, downtown.

Call

TIRED OF CAMPUS?
3 people needed to subieese a 3 person apartment for Spring semester Free cable, pool.
greet tocaBon. Cal desperate graduating
I tor more information at 353-1661.

CO-OP CORNER

ACCOUNTING MAJORS- Tosado company
needs Juniors or Sankxa tor Spring Semeeter
wan M B-aM 3.0 GPA Pays over $!.000month Do ltd tot Bit* on* pees you by" Cal
Card at 372-2462 d atop by the Coop Office.
236 Adti*'«s»a*On.
FINANCE MAJORS A Tosado company need*
Juniors or Senior* tor Spring Semeeter with «
Basel 3.0 GPA. Pay* over $1.000 month EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY!! OH Cxane at
372-2461 or atop by the Co-op Otlce. 236
STUDENTS INTERESTED N SALES: Local
company needs Seles or IPCO mejors who we
tot* Juntora or aarty Svntots tor Spring
Uamaator Pays $0 -hour plus muegi Exceeent chance to obtaai experience Cal Cwol
d 372-2462 a Mop by the Co-op Cfflc*. 238

BG News editor
applications
for spring semester 1987
are being accepted through
5 p.m. Dec. 1
by th» University Board of Student Publications
Apply at The BO News office, 214 West Hall

Cover by M OoMwnHh

Food for thought
B.G. offers a variety to think about
from Philadelphia wings to Italian pies
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Campus Comments
Campus Comment Question: "What is your favorite food
to eat when you have the munchies?"

Friday photos by Kami Lazar
Friday Interviews by (Mane Wonderty

Sharon MM* sophomore business ma
|or from Hlcksvllle: "Ice cream,
cheese and crackers, and cookies.
I'm a cookie monster."

junior math education ma|or from Flndlay: "Pizza, the
cheapest kind."

HoNy Norn's sophomore dietetics
major from Ashaland: "Gumml bean,
frttos. Anything I can find."

fob Clark senior advertising ma
(or from Pauldlng: "The delicious macaroni and cheese from the
Harshman cafeteria."

Family, football, food:
'Vegans' chow on
veggies, protein tofu the ail-American day
by Jim Azelvandre
Friday reporter

by David Skorupskl
Friday reporter

In a mattar of days, the campus will be virtually empty as students return
home to celebrate me greatest of American holidays, the holiday In which
food Is the essential Ingredient: Thanksgiving.
Jack Nachbar of the Popular Culture department describes Thanksgiving as
an "American harvest festival celebrating America's abundance."
Over the years, this simple celebration has evolved amazingly from a small
gathering of pllgrlm-types to a nationwide smorgasbord of relaxation, entertainment and more food than we really need to eat.
Nachbar said three factors are considered essential by most Americans on
Thanksgiving.
1) The Football Game, an all-American sport tor an all-Amerlcon day. Next to
the Super Bowl, the Thanksgiving Day game Is the most-watched pro football
game of the season. What better way to spend a day based on and devoted to
obundonce and American capitalism than to watch 22 grown men run around
a field, attempting to gain control of a small leather ball? For three hours this
goes on, and these men make more money In that short time span than most
Americans will ever see In a lifetime.
2) The Gathering ol Family and Friends. Now, Christmas Is the holiday when
all your close family members gather together and have a good time.
Thanksgiving seems to have the distinction of being the holiday In which
stronger* walk Into your house, stt at your table and eat your food. Then you ore
Informed that they are your relatives.
There Is something about the basic meaning of Thanksgiving that makes
Americans feel they must spend It with people they haven't seen since they
were three years old. They (the relatives) usually find It Incredibly humorous
when you don't remember them. "You don't remember? Oh, we were here In
1970. You were so cute."
3) The Meal. The most Important part of the Thanksgiving tradition. Ah yes,
that familiar scent of turkey (an American bird, mind you) basting In the oven.
The stuffing, cranberry sauce and sweet potatoes watting on the dining room

Ahhh, Thanksgiving, time for pumpkin pie, cranberries, a heaping portion of hot vegetables and a
generous helping of tofu.
Tofu? Sure, If you're a vegetarian.
According to Peg Smoltz, writer of
Vegetarianism ...In a nutshell, there
are three types of vegetarians: There
are "vegans" — who do not eat any
animal products (with some extremists
who will not use animals products,
such as leather and wool) and get
their nutrition from plants and vitamin
B-12 supplements; "Locto-ovo" vegetarians, who avoid meat but who will
consume milk flocto), dairy products
and eggs (ovo); and those who do not
eat red meats, but will eat chicken
ond fish,
People become vegetarians for
reasons ranging from spiritual to economic. Whatever reason they do It,
vegetarians have to have a thorough
knowledge of nutrition to maintain
good hearth.
Meats are a makx source of protein, containing the eight essential
omino acids (which the human body
cannot produce) In the proper
amounts.
Vegetarians get protein from vegetables, but In differing amounts and
patterns.
Even though plants contain the
eight omino acids that the human
body needs, they have different
omino odd patterns that ore tees

Good ol' Mom's slaving away In the hot kitchen while the men of the house
relax In the next room, watching television and talking among themselves.
Anyway, the turkey Is finally done. Dad comes In, cuts It up and takes all the
credit, ond the meal begins. With this overabundance of food available, It's no
surprise that many Americans have managed to elevate the practice of eating
oneself Into m oemo to o tine art.
uifttsum •

usable than animal protein.
Some plants, when eaten In the
some meal, will match or exceed the
amlno acid strenghts of animal protein.
For example, eating wheat and
beans together can Increase the usable amount of protein In the body by
about 33% more than if they were
eaten sepercrtety.
Smeltz has some general notes for
vegetarians ond those who wont to
eat less meat: eggs are the second
most perfect protein source for humans and dairy products ore high
qualify protein sources."Addlng these
to your vegetable dishes gives you
extra Insurance for protein balance."
Lisa Warren and Penny Brant, both
graduate dietetics students at The
Well, say campus cafeterias provide
a good selection of possible meals
through their salad baa non-meat
based soups, ond the "normal" ovallablllty of hot vegetable dishes.
Also recommended Is the Bowl n'
Greenery, which features on "allyou-con-eat" salad bar.
Cindy Pierce, a vegetarian and
disc (ockey for a Toledo radio station
sold: "Most fast-food places don't get
enough orders for fish sandwiches
ond such to keep around, so the
waiting con be hell If you're In a
hurry."
And Tofu? Ifs a meat substitute
made of soybean curd that Is mostly
used In stir fries, but flexible enough
that It can be mixed into most anything.
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On your own: off-campus eating
by Cindy Socha
Friday reporter
When students make the decision
to move otf campus, their main concern deals with the dilemma ol having to cook their own meals. But once
this big decision to move Into on
apartment Is made, an even bigger
question usually follows: Will I be able
to survive on macaroni and cheese
seven days a week?
A tew off-campus University students
have proven that this question is not
necessary. More Importantly, they
have tound that yes, there Is lite alter
cafeteria food.
Karen Armstrong, lunlor elementary
education ma|or, and Karen Rein,
lunlor accounting motor, roommates
and residents In Field Manor, both
think they eat better now that they live
off-campus. "It's so much better to be

able to buy what you want to eat, and
not have to choose from the few Items
the cafeteria offers at each meal,"
Rein stated.
Armstrong agreed. "You're able to
make what you want. Plus everything
In the cafeteria Is deep-fried and now
that I live off campus, I can broil
things to stay away from all those
greasy foods."
Besides eating better, many students feel it is also more economical
to eat off-campus. Jeff Wallace, junior
accounting major, emphasized this
point. "You can buy large quantities
of foods that you like for cheap. Plus,
anything you have left over can be
froien. saving you even more
money." he said.
"In order to really save on campus,
you have to get a good deal on
coupon books, which Is rare to find,"
Wallace also added.
Gretchen Peacock, senior public

7 ~il£
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Your Headquarters for
Christmas Exchange
Gifts

relations major, disagrees with the trio
and believes she ate better when she
lived on campus. "Accessibility Is me
biggest asset of cafeteria food. You
have all of these well-balanced
meals already prepared for you."
The drawback to not having these
well-balanced meals already made
Is that when she Is In a hurry, Peacock
turns to fast foods. "I eat out usually
three to four times a week because It's
quicker," she said.
Of course, all off-campus students
have a certain food Item they seem to
consume all of the time, and the
students Interviewed were no exception. "Chicken patties, definitely
chicken patties." Armstrong said.
"They're fast and easy to moke."
Macaroni and cheese was also high
on the list, and Krlstl Schmucker. Peacock's roommate, even remarked,
"Look In our cupboards and all you'll
find is macaroni and cheese and

When asked what she does to
break the lood monotony, Peacock
replied, "I go out. Because of our
kitchen set-up. we can't cook a lot of
different things; so I just go out."
Wallace also goes out to eat a lot.
"At least two or three times a week, to
break the pattern," he stated.

PurceR!s

ate stop. £ f#
Winter Bike Storage

$

14.99
Purcell's

428 East Wooster Street
Store Front On Wooster

popcorn."
What do these students do to get
out of the rut of eating the same
things? Armstrong and Rein have
what they call "fun food shopping".
Armstrong explained. "We go out and
buy something we don't usually put In
the weekly food budget, like steaks or
something; we splurge."
Wallace hod a chef, who was a
friend of his roommate's, stay for the
weekend at his apartment. "He
taught us how to make a couple of
different things, which gave us a little
more variety," he said.

131E. Wooster

352-6264
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On your own: off-campus eating
by Cindy Socha
Friday reporter
Tired of last (ood restaurants?Bowling Green has many inexpensive alternatives to these last-food meals.
Godfrey's Family Restaurant, 1021 S.
Main, has a full menu and they run
breakfast, lunch and dinner specials
every day.
The breakfast specials cost under
S2. Lunch, which has a main course of
a sandwich or "hoi plate"-type Item,
costs under $3. Dinners - anything
from liver and onions to steak and
shrimp - run around $5.
Godfrey's dessert table and all-youcan-eal salad bar are Included in the
price of dinner, which owner Vic

Plrooz believes Is what generally
brings people to Godfrey's. "Most
places don't Include dessert In the
price of a meal and If they do It Is
usually just Ice cream or a piece of
cake," he stated. "We have a large
assortment of desserts ranging from
cream puffs to many different types of
pies."
Godfrey's caters to students by running special coupons In many of the
campus publications.
J.R. Valentine's, located across
from Harshman Quadrangle, Is aother
alternative to the fast-food scene.
Open from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. seven
days a week, It too has a full menu.
Breakfast specials, usually any
combination of eggs, sausage, bacon and other Items, run from $1.99 to
$2.99. For lunch, the restaurant has

soup and sandwich specials, and
these, like the dinner specials, cost
anywhere Irom $3.49 to S5.99.
When It comes to popular lood
Items, Shirley Brown, manager ol J.R.
Valentine's, emphasized the trend
she has seen toward Italian foods.
"We've really been selling a lot of
pasta," she said.
Brown believes people are drawn
to J.R. Valentine's because of the
breakfasts, which are served all day,
and also because of the quiet, relaxing atmosphere.
J.R. Valentine's offers an Incentive
to University students that many cannot afford to pass up. "We give students a 10 percent discount on any
meal at any time, with a student I.D."
Cranker's Eats and Sweets. 110 W.
Poe, prides Itself on the fact that

Klotz Flower Farm
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everything they sell Is homemade.
Sandy Cranker. who owns the restaurant with her husband Jim, stated,
"We feel that our big advantage Is
that even/thing Is prepared from
scratch; nothing from boxes."
Cranker's runs daily" breakfast,
lunch and dinner specials, and also
has free delivery service for orders of
S3 or more. "Basically, we offer good
quality and good quantity lor the
price, and that's what brings the
people In," Cranker said.
Cranker also said she would love to
have University students come In.
"When we had our old building on
Main Street, the students supported us
well. Now that we have a smaller
place, a little farther out of town, we
don't get as many. But we would be
delighted to have them," she said.
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Cool summer sweets Pizza, 'as you like if
can be winter treats
by Kelly Vaughn
and Deanna Griffith

by Kay Fisher
Friday reporter
Despite the tact that Ice cream ha»
a reputation as a refreshing treat on a
hot summer day, tans ol this chilly
dessert know It tastes lust as sweet all
year round.
One senior business major said of
her favorite dessert: "Ice cream Is life.
I eat It all the time, summer and
winter. I don't eat It lust for dessert, but
for dinner too. I even eat It for breakfast sometimes. My favorite kind Is
chocolate with lots of whipped cream
and M ft M's on top."
Jack Lautermllch, owner of the popular Jack's Bakery, located at 1448 E.
Wooster St., said Ice cream I* enloyed
by people year-round lor the plain
and simple fact that It Is good stuff.
"People like Ice cream," Lautermllch said, "ft tastes goodl" Lautermllch also said Ice cream eaten
during the summer does not necessarily have the cooling effect we
may tend to believe.
"The whole myth about how Ice
cream Is thought of as refreshing and

cooling when eaten In the summer
does not have a lot of validity," he
said. "In tact, even when a person
eats something cold, It makes you
warmer because your stomach processes heat while you eat."
Lautermllch said Ice cream sales
during the winter months are very
prosperous. "The summer Is not really
a fair comparison for my tales because 90 percent of my customers are
students. But I get a lot of business
throughout the year. People like to
eat Ice cream, so It always sells."
The most popular Item at Jack's Is
the well-known and loved Ice-cream
sandwich, "it's a good cookie with a
lot of chocolate chips," Lautermllch
said. "Our most popular Ice cream Is
oreo flavor. It out-sells 2 to 1 over any
of our other flavor*."
Sweet-tooth lovers, never fear. If you
do get a craving for the cold stuff and
don't want to get chilled by the visclous winter weather here In B.G., lust
give Jack a call. "Our delivery service
Is very popular for those students who
don't want to leave their dorms during
the winter," he said.
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Instead ot the traditional "best
pizza In BG, article, we're doing
"pizza In BG," to let you make your
own choice as to which Is the best
pizza In town.
We questioned pizza managers
around town and learned that
each pizza establishment In town
sells around 300-500 pizzas each
weekend night.
Another Interesting pizza morsel
Is that the managers agree that —
while there Is a tat of competition
between the pizza places — It's
friendly competition.
The managers agree the pizza
market In BG Is pretty well saturated. It another pizza joint were to
come Into town, their competition
with the other already - established places would be stiff.
Domino's, 1616 E. Wooster St.
Dough and sauce come from a
Domino's supplier, delivery guaranteed In 30 minutes, offers many
coupons.
Little Caesar's Pizza. 112 S.
Mercer Rood. Dough and sauce
made Irvhouse, new delivery service, buy one pizza — get one free.

Mark's Pizza Pub, 532 E. Wooster
St. Dough and sauce made Inhouse, free delivery, makes pizza
the classic way — In a brick oven.
Myles' Pizza Pub, 516 E. Wooster
St. Dough made two to three times
nightly, sauce made Irvhouse also,
free delivery, whole wheat dough
and seven varieties.
Pagllal's Pizza, 945 S. Main St.
Dough and sauce mode In-house,
free delivery, specializes In thincrust pizzas.
Plsanello's Pizza, 203 N. Main St.
Dough and sauce made In-house,
free delivery, also makes own
cheese and offers coupons.
Pizza Brothers. 836 S. Main St.
Dough and sauce from franchise,
free delivery, specializes In foldover pizzas with unusual flavors
such as meatball, cheeseburger
and B.L.T.
Pizza Hut. 1099 S. Main St. Unable
to release Information concerning
number and type of pizzas sold,
features Italian pizzas.
Rocky Rococo's, 176 E. Wooster
St. Free delivery, emphasis on pizza
by the slice for the person In a
hurry, has six different varieties
ready at all times.
Pizza Outlet, University Union. Accepts food coupons after 6 p.m.

BORN AMERICAN
SPACE CAMP
THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY
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Proving laughter is best medicine
by Caroline Longer
and Diane Wonder ly
Laughter Is a great universal reaction, according to a comedian who
Inspired many a chuckle.
"But people with a psychotic laugh
ore to be avoided, they will hurt you,"
sold Steve Shatter during his performance at the Ramada Comedy Club.
2340 S. Reynolds Rd., Toledo, last
Friday night.
The laughter began In Giant Portions. The Cleveland based Improvlsational group built skits around
words shouted out by the audience.
The act was a never-ending kaleidoscope - always shitting in emotion
and Intent — never to be repeated.
The groups skits were unrehearsed
and spontaneous. "We will take your
Ideas and destroy them." one of the
actors said. Actually, they took the
audience's ideas and made them
three-dimensional.
Shatter and one of the members ol
Giant Portions, Marc Morltz, did an
Improvisatlonal act together while
Shaffer was a struggling actor In New
York City.
"I was very poor as an actor and
writer (of TV scripts) and I knew I could
do stand-up," Shaffer sold. "I really
did H for the money."

m

He's been making people laugh
and making ends meet for five years
this January.
"Five years Is a relatively short time,
Jerry Seinfeld (who will be performing
at the club tonight and tommorrow
night) was In (comedy) for at least 10
years," Shaffer said. Nine years ago
he emceed for one of Seinfeld's performances. Seinfeld Is now considered to be "the most preferred
comedian In America today."
Since then, Shaffer has performed
before many a comedy Icon.
"The Tonight Show was the most
exerting. Johnny Carson has been In
the business for 30 years for a reason,"
he said. Shaffer has made numerous
appearences on The Tonight Show.
HBO, Men Griffin and Comedy Tonight. He Is also a Star Search winner.
"Two weeks ago I performed In front
of Richard Pryor, I didn't recognize
him at first and then he moved Into
the light and I saw who It was," he
said.
Pryor Indicated he enloyed and
respected the performance by making a motion to his head and his
heart, he said. "It happened at a time
when my ego needed it... it will keep
me In the business lor a while ... you
can't get much better than Pryor."
Staying In business made Shaffer
leave New York, where he did sketch

work and Improvisatlonal acting, to
relocate In Hollywood In order to work
as a comedian.
"Hollywood and Halloween Is redundant," he said during his performance.
But he never stays there long. He
files off to do performances as many
as three times a week, sometimes
more, he sold. One week he opened
for Eddie Rabbit In the midwest and
then flew south to do a a show, he
said. By the end of the week he had
visited nine cities and covered 8,000
mile*.
"It mode me nuts," he admitted,
"but the money In stand up is made
on the road — Vegas is where the real
money Is."
Shaffer longs to return to acting, he
said. "This (comedy) Is not precisely
what I wanted, but It's close. I don't
want to be working in a drug store
selling Flair pens."
The Ramada Comedy Club Itself
will be Increasing business by undergoing a $5 million renovation, said
Steve Boehmfeldt, general manager
of the Ramada Inn.
The expansion will Include a larger
seating area, from 185 to 350 seats,
and new video concept, he said. The
expansion Is necessary because the
club tends to sell out on Saturdays
and often has to turn people away,
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"Toledo Is the first In this area to
have this kind of renovation," sold
Boehmfeldt. The Ramoda Comedy
Club Is also the "Toledo's Original."
"Comedy Clubs are what discos
were In the 70s." Boehmfeld sold. "Hs
a nice release for people. They leave
with a smile on their face."
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Eatery features Philly favorites
from wings to steak
place unsatisfied with his occupation.
He called his college buddy after
remembering the lucrative Idea they
had joked about so long ago.
The catchy title ol the unique resThe two friends decided to take the
taurant, Mr. Spot's, Is almost as Inter- risk with the reassurance that If the
esting as the story behind It. Jim Kelly business did foil, they would only be
and his partner, Jim Garvonl, both 24, and could start over. With perUniversity graduates, have, In an ex- sonal assets and some help from
tremely short period ot time, devel- Kelly's lather, talented In carpentry,
oped a simple idea into a successful they made Mr. Spot's a reality lor one
franchise.
sixth less than competitors In the same
Their specialties, ranging from business.
chicken wings to Phlladelphlan
Kelly Is pleased with the risk he has
cheese steak sandwiches, caught on taken and now enjoys his occupation.
quickly since their opening on Feb. With Mr. Spot's he is Involved with
17,1986. A second Mr. Spot's began a advertising, sales, people and with
week ago near the University of Michi- being his own boss. He appreciated
gan In Ann Arbor, while a third Is In making his own mistakes and his own
the planning stages. It is expected to gains In a relaxed environment. Kelly
open In June and will be located Is the man who never wears a suit and
near Michigan State University cam- enjoys every minute ol It.
pus In East Lansing.
A tew problems hove arisen,
The teamwork ol Kelly and Garvonl though. Many Bowling Green resibegan during their college days. Both dents have had difficulty accepting
men played on the lacrosse team him as a serious businessman caterand eventually became roommates. ing not only to University students, but
Kelly was forced to hear endless com- the public In general. To show his
plaints relating to the lock ol good concern lor the public, Kelly has
food and culture from his Phlladel- become Involved with the city Itself by
phlan friend.
sponsoring hockey, bowling and
One night they lokingly created an Softball teams. More people are beImaginary restaurant to adopt this ginning to appreciate his Intentions of
missing culture and desirable food to creating a unique restaurant for evour lair city. Of course, this business eryone, but there are still others to
would need a suitable title, and their convince.
cat, named Spot, provided this. So,
Another obstacle to overcome Is
Mr. Spot's it was. Little did they know persuading people to actually try Mr.
their humorous, Inventive dream Spot's Kelly now understands what he
would actually come true.
heard his University professors say so
After specializing In both sales and many times in the past. "The most
advertising. Kelly graduated and be- difficult aspect of business Is to concome a salesman. For eight months vince the consumer to try the prodhe continued driving from place to uct."
by Rochelle Crowe
Friday reportet

Howard's club H
Wishes to thank all those who
participated in and donated to this
year's
Multiple Sclerosis
Ugly Bartender Contest
Due to your support and donations, we
finished first in our division again.

Thank You!
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Oriental cuisine provides change
by Pam Furneaux
Friday reporter
Ever get sick ol ordering out lor
pizza or Juit crave an egg roll and not
know where to go to get authentic
Oriental food? Well, there are two
Oriental restaurants serving Bowling
Green.
The newest of the two, the Phoenix
Palace, located at 183 South Main St..
has been In Bowling Green for three
years. The past three years have been
profitable because, according to
manager Andrew lam, fifty percent of
the business comes from students.
The Phoenix Palace specializes In
Hong Kong cooking. A student favorite is the Special Combo, which Includes pepper steak, chicken fried
rice and an egg roll, according to
Tarn.
The busiest days are, of course,
Friday and Saturday at the dinner

hour. Tarn said the second week of the
month Is usually the busiest, but It
depends on the weather. Holidays
are slow, too.
The Phoenix Palace has a delivery
service which Is not listed In the
phone book. Once the new phone
book comes out, Tarn hopes use of the
delivery service will Increase.
The older of the two restaurants, the
Polynesian Village, located at 134
West Wooster St., has been serving
Bowling Green for "ages," according
to the manager. The Polynesian Village serves both Polynesian and
Chinese food. Mongoloid Beef Is a
popular menu Item but fried rice Is
the number one choice of students
who have eaten at the restaurant, the
manager said.
Polynesian Village otlers a complete carry-out and a delivery service
which Is used regularly by students on
and off campus, she said. Many of the
customers who dine In the restaurant
are also students.

Friday photo by Ml OoWsmtrh
Andrew Tarn, of the Phoenix Palace, gets ready to prepare a meal.
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